Abstract: Web Feature Service (WFS) is a protocol for accessing geospatial data stores such as databases and Shapefiles over the Web. However, WFS does not provide direct access to data distributed in multiple servers. In addition, WFS features extracted from their original sources are not convenient for user access due to the lack of connection to high-level concepts. Users are facing the choices of either querying each WFS server first and then integrating the results, or converting the data from all WFS servers to a more expressive format such as RDF (Resource Description Framework) and then querying the integrated data. The first choice requires additional programming while the second choice is not practical for large or frequently updated datasets. The new contribution of this paper is that we propose a novel adaptive and optimized RDF query interface to overcome the aforementioned limitation. Specifically, in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to query and synthesize distributed WFS data through an RDF query interface, where users can specify data requests to multiple WFS servers using a single RDF query. Users can also define a simple configuration to associate WFS feature types, attributes, and values with RDF classes, properties, and values so that user queries can be written using a more uniform and informative vocabulary. The algorithm translates each RDF query written in SPARQL-like syntax to multiple WFS GetFeature requests, and then converts and integrates the multiple WFS results to get the answers to the original query. The generated GetFeature requests are sent asynchronously and simultaneously to WFS servers to take advantage of the server parallelism. The results of each GetFeature request are cached to improve query response time for subsequent queries that involve one or more of the cached requests. A JavaScript-based prototype is implemented and experimental results show that the query response time can be greatly reduced through fine-grained caching.
Introduction
Web Feature Service (WFS) [1, 2] is a Web-based protocol that supports feature-level access to geospatial data stores such as spatial databases, Shapefiles, and GML (Geography Markup Language) files. WFS services have been implemented in systems such as GeoServer [3] and MapServer [4] . Web interfaces such as those based on OpenLayers library [5] have been used to retrieve geospatial objects remotely over HTTP protocols and to display the results on a browser. This capability makes WFS services useful for a number of geospatial applications such as those for disaster management.
For example, New Haven, a coastal city in Connecticut, USA, has endured many storm disasters in the past. The August Tropical Storm Irene and the October Nor'easter in 2011 exposed the deficiency in geospatial data sharing in the response and management of the storm disasters. Under these situations, rapid prototyping of Web-based applications is necessary to allow disaster responders and managers to share and update timely and accurate geospatial data over the network. To achieve this goal, a programming model is needed to allow programmers to rapidly collect various spatial data from multiple data sources for specific areas and to retrieve geospatial information for disaster response. However, directly using WFS for this purpose has two drawbacks.
1. WFS is designed for querying data in a single WFS server. To query data distributed in multiple WFS servers, a data client needs to be implemented. In particular, the user query may require spatial joins of data from different servers. When this happens, the data client has to send out multiple WFS GetFeature requests derived from the user query and then integrate the multiple WFS responses to produce an answer to the original query. It is more convenient from users' perspectives to consider the distributed data as centralized data so that a single user query can be used regardless of where the source data is located.
In addition, user queries often involve the same intermediate results.
Repeatedly requesting the same data adds unnecessary workload to the WFS servers, wastes network bandwidth, and increases the response time of the data client. This is especially critical under emergency situations when peak data requests might overwhelm data servers. Therefore, caching the results of the GetFeature requests is an important aspect for the implementation of the data client.
For example, to display the flooded streets near high schools during a hurricane, where the school and street datasets are located in two WFS servers, it is necessary to first query each server with a WFS request and then integrate the extracted data from each server to get the answers. To handle these types of tasks, there are several possible design choices.
The first choice is to provide a fixed set of user queries with predefined translation to WFS requests. However, users are limited to this set of queries and any new queries would require developers to revise the data client, which is not suitable for emergency situations.
The second choice is to provide a separate query interface for each data source and allow users to overlay the query results on a base map to achieve the visual effect of spatial joins. However, if the different datasets have semantic heterogeneity problems, it is difficult to do this without human assistance or conversion. For example, a WFS may advertise as a "freeway"-feature data provider, whereas another WFS may advertise as a "highway"-feature data provider even though the "freeway" feature and the "highway" feature refer to the same concept. Users cannot automatically compose and synthesize the two feature datasets together without additional human interpretation or conversion.
The third choice is to first integrate the distributed data into a flexible format such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) and then query the integrated data through an RDF query engine. However, this approach is not scalable to large datasets. In addition, for frequently updated geospatial data such as that for emergency management, it is infeasible to convert WFS features into RDF format each time there is a change.
2. The definitions of WFS features are often auto-generated from the underlying data sources, which may not correspond to the definitions of the same concepts in user applications.
For example, to retrieve high schools near state highways and display the results on a map, a user has to find out the feature types, feature attributes, and values for encoding the suitable WFS requests. For example, the state highways and schools are contained in the feature type new_haven_road and new_haven_places, respectively, and the filters are
where RTTYP is the attribute in new_haven_road to identify road type and S is the value for state highway while CATEGORY is the attribute in new_haven_places to identify the type of the place. Users have to guess the meaning of the feature types and attributes each time they want to encode a GetFeature request. Simple mistakes such as typographical errors can cause a GetFeature request to fail. Moreover, similar concepts at user level may be stored by different WFS features. For instance, to find the local roads, a user needs to query the feature type new_haven_street with the filter LEGEND PropertyIsEqualTo "Local Road".
The new contribution of this study is to propose a novel adaptive and optimized RDF query interface for distributed WFS to overcome the aforementioned limitations using WFS. The proposed data query interface can avoid the drawbacks of the aforementioned choices by automatically translating each user query to WFS requests, performing spatial joins of the WFS results if necessary, and caching the intermediate results to reduce server workload, network traffic, and data client response time. In addition, the proposed query interface can facilitate the rapid prototyping of WFS query applications. The RDF query interface translates a user query formulated in a SPARQL-like [6] syntax to WFS requests sent to multiple servers and then integrates the multiple WFS responses to answer the original query. Using this design, programmers do not need to write code to communicate with WFS servers, transform their responses, or integrate the results. Instead, they can accomplish the same goal by defining mappings from WFS feature types to RDF definitions and making RDF queries. Simple mapping rules to associate WFS feature types, attributes, and values to RDF classes are designed so that user queries can be written in higher level concepts. The algorithm translates each RDF query written in SPARQL-like syntax to multiple WFS GetFeature requests, and then converts and integrates the multiple WFS results to get the answers to the original query. The generated GetFeature requests are sent asynchronously and simultaneously to WFS servers to take advantage of the server parallelism. The results of each GetFeature request are cached to improve query response time for subsequent queries that involve one or more of the cached requests. A JavaScript-based prototype is implemented and experimental results show that the query response time can be greatly reduced through fine-grained caching.
For the rest of the paper, we first give an overview of the proposed query interface in Section 2, and then we review the related works in Section 3. We provide details for mapping RDF definitions to WFS feature types in Section 4 and details for implementing our RDF query interface are provided in Section 5. The implementation and experimental results are explained in Sections 6 and 7.
Overview
In this section, we give an overview of the proposed RDF query interface using an example and explain the primary benefits to users.
RDF Query Interface
The data provided by WFS servers may be originated from many sources. We choose RDF to define a uniform data model due to its wide acceptance and its support for data integration and interoperability at the semantic level for the Semantic Web. Other types of data definitions may work as well. For example, Query (2) is an RDF query for selecting the state highways near high schools, where a geometry is close to another one if their distance is less than 500 m (this distance is arbitrarily chosen and can easily be modified): 
In the query, identifiers start with ? represent variables. The solutions to the variables ?r and ?p (which stand for roads and points, respectively) between select and where are the intended results of the query. The lines after where are called triples that specify the conditions with which the variable solutions must satisfy. Each triple has the form of subject predicate object, which restricts the relationship between the subject and object with the predicate. For example, the triple ?r rdf:type roads says that the solution to ?r must has a type called roads. The triple ?p nh:category "High School" specifies that the category of ?p is High School. The namespace prefix of predicate nh:category is nh, which stands for New Haven. Finally, the triple ?r close to ?p relates the spatial attributes of ?r to those of ?p by the distances between them.
The RDF definitions in this example are related to the WFS feature types through a set of mapping rules that associate WFS feature types, attributes, and values to RDF classes, properties, and values, respectively. Through this mapping, feature types and attributes can be transformed into more standard RDF classes and properties with semantic meanings. Additional RDF classes and properties can be defined from the ones directly mapped from feature types. This would allow more succinct representation of RDF queries. For example, we can redefine Query (2) 
where the class state_highway and high_school are derived from the RDF classes roads and places mapped from the feature types new_haven_road and new_haven_places. The additional definitions of RDF classes allow us to write RDF queries that are more flexible than the equivalent WFS queries. Note that the query language accepted by our RDF interface is not standard SPARQL or GeoSPARQL [7] , which is an extension of SPARQL with spatial functions and predicates. Our query language is limited to triple statements and does not have a filtering component. The purpose of our RDF query interface is to facilitate data retrieval from distributed WFS data so that RDF queries can be automatically translated to WFS queries. This translation may not be possible if a user query is based on the full syntax of SPARQL or GeoSPARQL.
RDF Queries as WFS Requests
The RDF query interface proposed in this paper converts a user query to one or more WFS GetFeature requests, sends each request to one of the WFS servers, and then integrates the queried results from each WFS server. The interface allows users to write queries using high-level concepts defined through a set of mapping rules that associate RDF definitions with low-level WFS feature types. The interface also handles sending asynchronous queries to WFS servers, transforming, caching, and integrating the query results with spatial joins if necessary.
Compared to the approach of sending WFS requests separately and integrating the results, our RDF query interface reduces the workload of coding WFS requests for each application and makes it possible to improve performance by caching the intermediate results of user query. Thus, the spatial data stored in WFS servers can be independently updated and efficiently queried. Spatial relations can be defined as virtual RDF properties that are not materialized ahead of time. Instead, they are computed on demand, which is more efficient for cases where a small number of spatial objects are involved.
Related Work
Geospatial data can be queried directly from a relational database such as Oracle database, MySQL, and PostgreSQL with spatial extensions. The typical query language used is SQL with spatial filters. Spatial indexing can be used to speed up querying of spatial objects such as points and lines. However, accessing a database directly has its drawbacks as different databases have different connections and query mechanisms. To this end, standard OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) protocols such as WFS and WMS were developed to enable access to spatial data stored in traditional sources such as spatial databases and proprietary formats such as Shapefiles through a uniform format. Web servers such as GeoServer that implement WFS and WMS provide convenient access to data within a server through a browser client such as OpenLayers. GeoServer also supports spatial indexing. While WMS protocol provides access to spatial data as map images, the WFS protocol provides access to spatial data as features where each feature represents spatial objects such as a point, a line, or an area feature that also have a number of attributes such as names, length, and category. The primary mechanism for retrieving data from a WFS server is to use the GetFeature request, where users can specify the filtering criteria. However, querying distributed WFS data requires coordination at the client side where users of the map client may have to perform multiple queries and manually integrate the results.
Substantial work has been done in the context of Semantic web services, such as the efforts on OWL for Services (OWL-S) [8] , the Web Services Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [9, 10] , and WSDL-S [11] . In literature, declarative logic programs using Prolog have also been used for knowledge representation purposes and allow RDF and SPARQL queries [12] [13] [14] . In the geospatial community, in order to facilitate discovery of geospatial web services compliant with OGC specifications and promote access to geospatial information via the OGC geospatial web services, efforts have been made to incorporate ontology into OGC geospatial web services (e.g., [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ). There are recent interests by researchers in exploiting the geospatial semantic web for automatic integration of semantically heterogeneous geospatial data (e.g., [19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ).
In literature, the connection between geospatial web services and ontology has been explored from several directions. Ontology has been used in search tools to help to discover geospatial web services related to certain domain concepts [33] . Tools have also been developed to convert geospatial ontology data to forms that can be accessed via WFS protocol [34] . Given the abundance of data available from geospatial web services and databases, a more interesting direction is to make data from geospatial web services and databases accessible via ontological query protocols.
Although a substantial amount of work has been done to study the access of non-spatial relational database data as ontological data (see [35] for detailed comparison of different approaches), to our best knowledge, there are only a few studies in literature to investigate access of WFS data via ontology query protocol.
The closest study is the work of Tschirner et al. [36] , who proposed a method to convert GML data into ontology data by translating SPARQL queries to WFS requests. This approach is to map a SPARQL query to a WFS request that returns a superset of intended results, transform the WFS results into ontology data, and then apply the original SPARQL query to obtain the final answer. While this paper has a similar workflow, our approach is different in several ways. Firstly, we do not assume the WFS data is centralized in one server or has a unified definition. This requires the translated WFS requests to be separated for each feature type and the final join to be done at the client side. We generate multiple OGC filter encodings for each SPARQL query. Secondly, our approach implements a light-weight Web client with roughly 1000 lines of JavaScript without library dependencies for query processing, which is easier for deployment, while Tschirner et al. implemented a server program with dependencies such as Sesame and Deegree3 API (Application Program Interface). Lastly, our approach is intended to use a SPARQL-like syntax to bring more convenient query interface to WFS services, while Tschirner et al. provided a more complete service of SPARQL endpoints for GML data sources.
In our prior work [31] , we proposed a query rewriting algorithm to translate SPARQL query to WFS requests and database queries using idealized syntax. This paper extends that approach by considering a more realistic subset of SPARQL syntax and by implementing a Web-based prototype that incorporates caching optimization and data rendering.
Li et al. [33] developed a prototype to chain geospatial web services for accessing arctic geospatial data. Their basic idea is to use the ontology query engine to search for concepts that are linked to features available from the known OGC geospatial web services and then query the located web services. However, how to make connections between spatial ontology and geospatial web services is not the focus of their study. In their study, only some concepts in the ontology have been mapped to the feature types in geospatial web services. The located geospatial web services are queried via web service protocol (e.g., WMS), which may not conform to the ontology representation. The features in the linked geospatial web services cannot be directly queried as ontology instances using protocols such as SPARQL or GeoSPARQL.
More recently, Jones et al. [34] developed a tool, LOD4WFS [37] , to convert spatial ontology data to a form that can be used by WFS clients. Their tool first uses predefined SPARQL queries to select spatial ontology data, and then converts the selected spatial ontology data to WKT format that can be returned as the result of WFS queries. Their tool handles three WFS services requests: GetFeature, DescribeFeatureType, and GetCapabilities. The GetFeature request seems to be limited in that it can only select all feature instances and their properties without filtering. Performance comparison results in that study showed that the runtime performance is similar to that of the traditional backend of WFS services when requesting all feature instances. While this tool allows the spatial ontology data to be used by geospatial web service clients, its utility is not clear since the filtering capability of WFS, which is important for many applications, is not supported. In addition, the flexibility of ontology query is lost by using the predefined SPARQL queries to handle WFS requests.
RDF Mapping
In order to treat WFS features as RDF data, we first use simple relational rules to map feature definitions to RDF definitions. Specifically, for the motivational example, several WFS feature types for New Haven, Connecticut and its surrounding areas are used. The feature types include streets, roads, and places. Both street and road features are line geometries. Street are generally shorter than the roads but streets have more detailed attributes than roads. The places are point geometries for locations such as schools, bridges, and railroad stations.
For our prototype implementation of the proposed RDF interface, a few RDF classes are created for the motivational example. As shown in Figure 1a , the RDF classes streets, roads, and places are mapped to the WFS feature types new_haven_streets, new_haven_roads, and new_haven_places, respectively. Figure 1b illustrates the RDF classes created for the prototype. The RDF class Line is the parent RDF class of streets and roads, while the RDF class Point is the parent RDF class of places. Additional classes can be introduced to the hierarchy without making any change to the implementation. For instance, this example does not use polygon geometry though we can support it by (1) defining a base class for polygon, (2) adding more RDF classes that extend the polygon class, and (3) defining additional rules to associate these RDF classes to WFS feature types that have polygon geometries.
The RDF properties are mapped to the feature type attributes. For example, Figure 1c is the mapping between the properties of the roads and streets and the attributes of new_haven_road and new_have_street, respectively. Similar mappings are defined for values of some attributes to provide more readable query results. For example, Figure 1d is the mapping between the values of the attribute RTTYP [38] to the values of the property nh:type in the roads class. Mapping feature definitions to RDF definitions clarifies the vocabulary of the original data. Cryptic names such as RTTYP become self-evident names such as nh:type. Abbreviations such as the values S and I become full terms such as State Highway and Interstate. In addition, attributes RTTYP and LEGEND have similar meanings so that they are mapped to the same property nh:type (not rdf:type). Figure 1e illustrates the way that additional RDF classes are defined based on the ones directly mapped from feature types. For example, we define the class high_school by mapping it to SPARQL triples using a function high_school(?x) = ?x rdf:type places. ?x nh:category "High School".
Given this definition, we expand any triple of the form ?y rdf:type high_school in an RDF query to ?y rdf:type places. ?y nh:category "High School". Note that the variable ?x is replaced by the variable ?y in the translation. After query expansion, the query in Label (3) is translated to the query in Label (2). The expanded query is then translated to two GetFeature requests to retrieve features for roads and places with the filters in Label (1).
Translate RDF Query to WFS Requests
In the following subsections, we first explain the syntax of the SPARQL queries that we support and the syntax of corresponding WFS requests, and then we explain the query translation algorithm.
Syntax
We consider a simplified form of SPARQL queries with the syntax in Figure 2 . We choose this subset of SPARQL syntax since it approximates the capabilities of WFS GetFeature requests. It is sufficient for expressing the common queries such as selecting features based on constraints between features and constraints on feature attributes. The full SPARQL protocol contains additional structures such as union and optional triple patterns that can be simulated with multiple SPARQL queries and post-query processing. However, supporting these capabilities is not essential to our goal of accessing distributed WFS data.
Q ::= select v where P query Figure 2 (left) contains the BNF grammar (BNF grammar is a common notation for context-free grammars, which are often used for representing the syntax of programming languages.) for our SPARQL queries, where a query Q of the form select v where P consists of a set of selection variables v and a triple pattern P. A triple pattern is a conjunction of a set of triples separated by dots. For example, the conjunction of P and P is represented as P.P . A triple of the form s p o consists of a subject s, a predicate p, and an object o. A subject is either a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) or a variable, a predicate is a URI, and an object can be a URI, a variable, or a literal. A URI includes a prefix and a short-name to identify an RDF resource. Note that in full SPARQL the predicate can also be a variable. In this paper, we only consider the URI that refers to an RDF class or a property. The answer to the query is a set of tuples where each tuple is a solution to the variables. We restrict the selection variables v to be the ones that correspond to geospatial features such as lines or points.
In order to provide a succinct description of the algorithm for translating SPARQL queries, we also define a formal syntax for the WFS GetFeature requests generated from SPARQL queries. Figure 2 (right side) contains a BNF grammar for the GetFeature requests, each of which consists of a feature type t and a set of filters f on feature properties. GetFeature requests can limit the set of returned feature properties, but all feature properties will be returned by default. For simplicity, the grammar only considers GetFeature requests that return all feature properties. A filter of the form pp op d allows the query to select features so that op(pp, d) is true, where op is an operator function, pp is a property of the features, and d is a data value that the feature property must be related to through the operator.
Translation Algorithm
Typically, a SPARQL query will be translated to multiple WFS requests. To reduce network traffic, our algorithm reduces the number of WFS requests by grouping triples related to the same feature type together so that there is one WFS request per feature type. Any remaining triples are translated to spatial joins to be applied to the results of the WFS requests. Figure 3 is an overview of the translation algorithm, which includes a pre-processing, a rewriting, and a post-processing phase.
Pre-Processing
The pre-processing phase separates the triples into four groups based on the triple predicates: type triple, where the predicate is rdf:type that specifies the RDF class of the triple subject; property triple, where the predicate corresponds to a geospatial feature property; filter triple, where the predicate is a comparison operator that compares the subject with a literal; and spatial join triple, where the predicate is a spatial operator that joins two geospatial features. For example, the triples in Query (2) can be separated as in Table 1 . Note that the triples ?p nh:category ?c and ?c == "High School" are automatically generated from the one triple ?p nh:category "High School", where the variable ?c is a fresh.
Query Rewriting
Based on the separated triples, the rewriting phase includes five steps. The first step is to identify the set of feature variables f v that correspond to feature types. The second step is to find the set of triples related to each feature variable. The third step is to find the set of feature types for each feature variable. The fourth step is to find the set of filters for each pair of feature variable and its type. The fifth step is to construct a set of WFS GetFeature requests for each feature variable.
We explain the five steps in detail as follows. In the first step, we find the query variables f v that correspond to feature types:
The identification of f v is based on the above equation. If there exists a triple ?x p o, where the predicate p corresponds to a geospatial feature property (isProp(p) = true) or there is a triple ?x rdf:type o, then the subject ?x of the triple is considered a query variable. In addition, if there exists a triple ?x p ?y, where p corresponds to spatial join operator (isSpatial(p) = true), then the subject ?x and the object ?y of the triple are considered query variables. For Query (2), we can identify feature variables ?r and ?p through the triples ?r rdf:type streets, ?p nh:category ?c, and ?r nearby ?p.
In the second step, we find the set of type triples, property triples, and filter triples related to each variable in f v using the below equations, where the function isOp(p) returns true if p corresponds to a WFS filter operator. The three sets of triples are the building blocks for generating the WFS GetFeature requests:
In the third step, we compute the set of feature types f t(?x) to which a variable ?x may resolve. We first define a function f t 1 to compute a set of types to which ?x corresponds using the triples that restrict the class of ?x, where the function subclass(o) returns the subclasses of o, which is an RDF class such as points, lines, roads, streets, or places, and the function typeMapping(c) returns the feature type mapped to c. In other words, if a triple says that ?x must be of type o, then the type of ?x must be a subclass of o:
For example, f t 1 (?r) = {new_haven_roads} because ?r rd f : type roads ∈ typeTriple(?r) and the only subclass of roads is itself and its corresponding feature type is new_haven_roads. However, if there exists a triple ?r rdf:type Line, then f t 1 (?r) = {new_haven_streets, new_haven_roads} since both streets and roads are subclasses of Line.
We also define a function f t 2 to compute the set of types that ?x corresponds to the triples that use property predicates, where the function domain(p) returns the domain class of the predicate p. That is, for each triple of the form ?x p ?y, if p is a property predicate, then the type of ?x must be in the domain of p:
For example, from ?p nh:category ?c, we have f t 2 (?p) = {new_haven_places}, since the domain of nh:category is Places, which corresponds to the feature type new_haven_places. Finally, the set of feature types that ?x corresponds to is the intersection of f t 1 (?x) and f t 2 (?x) if both of them are not empty. If one of them is empty, it is equal to the non-empty set. If both are empty, then it is equal to Type, which is the entire set of WFS feature types:
The last case applies to any feature variable that is not restricted in any way except that it appears in a spatial triple. For example, in Query (4), since ?r is not restricted, f t 1 (?r) = ∅ ∧ f t 2 (?r) = ∅ and f t(?r) = {new_haven_places, new_haven_streets, new_haven_roads}:
select ?r, ?p where ?p rdf:type high_school. ?r nearby ?p.
In the fourth step, we find the set of filters using the function Filter(t, ?x) for each feature type t in f t(?x), where propMapping(t, p) returns the property pp of feature type t corresponding to p, valueMapping(t, o) returns the value d of feature type t corresponding to o, and opMapping(p) returns the WFS operator that corresponds to p. Each filter has the form of pp op d, which says that the property pp of t must satisfy the Boolean formula op(pp, d):
For example, for Query (2), the feature variables are ?r and ?p and their feature types are new_haven_roads and new_haven_places, respectively. The following filters can be derived:
Lastly, the function gf(?x) returns a set of GetFeature requests for each variable ?x in f v, where f is a conjunction of filters in filter(t, ?x). Each of the GetFeature requests consists of a feature type t that corresponds to the variable ?x and the conjunction of the filter f i related to t:
Using this function, we can generate the following GetFeature requests from the previous query:
GetFeature(new_haven_places, CATEGORY PropertyIsEqualTo 'High School').
Post-Processing
After receiving the responses from the GetFeature requests, we proceed to the post-processing phase by performing spatial joins on the retrieved geospatial features if necessary. The results of the spatial join operation are filtered by the types of the features identified from the selection variables of the SPARQL query. Note that in order to support data retrieval from multiple WFS servers, we retrieve each type of features individually and then apply the spatial join operation at the client side.
In this phase, we define the function feature(?x) to execute the GetFeature requests of ?x and run the spatial joins on the results, where the call result(gf(?y)) obtains the features of the GetFeature requests gf(?y). The features corresponding to the query variable ?x are a subset of the results from the GetFeature requests gf(?x), so that each feature F of the subset must satisfy the spatial join triple F p F for each triple ?x p ?y in the query, where p is a spatial join operator and F is a feature returned from the GetFeature requests gf(?y):
Finally, given a query select v where P, we obtain {feature(?x) |?x ∈ v}. Though the previous steps imply an order in which features are retrieved, in actual implementation, the features retrieved from the GetFeature requests gf(?x) for each ?x ∈ v are cached. We perform the spatial join for each spatial join triple ?x p ?y using the retrieved features as inputs. This caching step can dramatically improve performance for multiple queries since the data retrieved from the previous queries may be reused in the subsequent queries to avoid resending the same GetFeature requests to remote servers.
For example, Query (2) is translated to two GetFeature requests with one retrieving state highway roads and the other retrieving high schools. The two sets of features are spatially joined based on distance.
Implementation
The proposed algorithm is implemented in JavaScript for the data sets of our running example. It parses each SPARQL query in text form and generates a set of GetFeature requests, which are sent as AJAX calls to WFS servers and the responses are joined before being displayed on a map. For example, Figure 4a shows middle schools near interstate roads, where the blue-colored circle represents the only middle school identified and the orange-colored lines represent the nearby interstate roads. Figure 4b shows streets near high schools, where the cyan-colored lines represent streets near high schools (blue-colored circles). The implemented software is available at [39] , where users can display a map found on the left and a text box on the right. There are some pre-defined queries users can select from the drop-down menu though they are not hard-wired in the implementation in any way and users can revise the queries in the textbox. Users can click the query button on the bottom right to start the query and the results will be displayed on the map. For example, Figure 5 shows the result of Query (2/3) that selects state highways near high schools. The buttons on the top row of the map give users the ability to select streets, roads, and places directly using the mouse. Users can also click the block streets or block roads button to mark the selected streets and roads as being blocked (possibly due to weather conditions). Once a street is marked as blocked, the map for the street layer will show it in a different color, which indicates that this change is saved in the WFS server. Note that the tested WFS server is transactional and our implementation supports persistency through direct calls to the WFS server, not through RDF query interface.
Feature Retrieval and Callbacks
The displayed map is implemented using OpenLayers, which is a JavaScript library for interactive maps that can connect to OGC web services such as WFS and WMS services. The map includes a base layer from the Bing map service and several of the WFS layers that are dynamically updated with features generated from our query translation algorithm. Since JavaScript is a single-threaded language, it uses an event-based model to handle asynchronous communication with remote servers. For this implementation, AJAX calls are used to fetch features from WFS servers. However, there may be multiple WFS requests for each RDF query and the final results of these requests may need to be spatially joined. Since each AJAX call is implemented as a callback function that waits for the response event of a HTTP request, the AJAX call cannot return the features that it retrieved to the main thread. To use the retrieved features, we pass a callback function to each AJAX call that handles a GetFeature request so that the callback will only perform the spatial join operation after all AJAX calls have returned. Figure 6 illustrates how multiple GetFeature requests are implemented. The callbacks are triggered by the AJAX events, which will occur when responses to the GetFeature requests are received. 
Caching
Naive implementations of web service-based map applications may retrieve the same sets of features over the network repeatedly, which can cause significant performance problems not only for the map clients but also for the servers. The most common way of handling this problem is to cache the retrieved sets of features so that subsequent requests of the same features can use the cached results. However, directly caching the results of the RDF queries is too fine-grained for our algorithm since it is difficult to determine whether two RDF queries involve the same set of features. Instead, This caching optimization greatly improves the runtime performance and avoids placing unnecessary strain on the WFS servers. In our prototype implementation, users can see the query log, which indicates whether a WFS request is answered through a GetFeature request or from the cache.
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our interface, we have conducted a set of query experiments using a data set consisting of three WFS features, where the number of instances and the retrieval time of each feature are displayed in Table 2 .
The total time includes the query time (including the time for WFS server response and network transmission) and the time for rendering the WFS features on the map.
Our experiments tested the following list of queries, where queries 1-7 involve spatial joins of two features, query 8 involves spatial joins of three features, and queries 9-10 do not have spatial joins:
The number of feature instances involved in each query is shown in Table 3 and the runtime performance of the queries is shown in Table 4 . The runtime of each query is measured (1) without caching, (2) with caching of one feature that has the most number of instances, and (3) with caching of all features. Caching significantly reduces the runtime cost of all queries. The improvement is significant for queries that involve the retrieval of a large of instances from WFS servers such as queries 2-6 and 8. Note that even when all features are cached, the runtime of queries 6 and 8 is still over one second, which is significantly higher than the other queries. This difference is mostly due to the cost of spatial join between streets and roads (both polylines), which is much higher than the cost of spatial join between streets and places (polylines and points).
The last two columns of Table 4 show the size of the data returned from each WFS GetFeature request and the time for servers to generate responses to the GetFeature request and to transmit the responses to the browser client. The data size and GetRequest response time are measured using Chrome browser tools. For example, for Query 3, there are two GetFeature requests sent to the servers and the sizes of the GetFeature responses are 394 and 1.3 Kilo-bytes (kb) each, while the corresponding server/network time is 3900 and 97 milli-seconds (ms) each. The total response time of Query 3 is 578 ms. By caching one or both the responses of the GetFeature requests, we are able to reduce the total response time to 214 ms and 81 ms, respectively. 
Discussion
Our algorithm uses mapping rules to translate RDF classes, properties, and values to the corresponding feature types, feature attributes, and attribute values. The mapping rules may be defined by someone who is familiar with the WFS data sources to associate low-level terminologies of data sources with higher-level concepts understood by common users. With the mapping rules, the algorithm can automatically translate queries formulated in higher-level concepts to WFS queries. The mapping rules only need to be defined once for each data source and the process is rather simple for a small number of feature types. However, if there are a large number of WFS feature types, it might be better to use an automatic matching algorithm to generate mapping candidates between WFS feature types and RDF classes and then manually finalize the mapping rules based on the generated candidates.
Our RDF query interface is able to catch errors in user queries during the process of query translation so that specific errors such as unknown RDF class or properties can be detected before any WFS GetFeature requests are sent. However, further improvement can be made to enhance the usability of the query interface. For example, a code completion feature can be added to the query interface to provide hints as users write their queries in a text box. The RDF mappings can also be externalized so that users can directly edit the mapping of RDF classes and properties to WFS feature types and attributes via Web interface.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an algorithm to convert RDF queries to WFS requests so that users can query distributed WFS features as if they were RDF instances. The algorithm avoids the cost of converting features to RDF objects while retaining the benefits of RDF queries. User queries are written without specifying the underlying data sources or being concerned with joining the results from separate data sources.
We also demonstrated that query response time can be significantly reduced through dynamic caching of the WFS GetFeature results generated during the query processing. Many queries involve the same intermediate data requested from WFS servers. The ability to cache the results of WFS requests reduces not only query response time but also workloads of WFS servers and network traffic. Our experiments show that the time for WFS server response and network transmission is the major portion of the query runtime. User queries with cache hits can achieve a significant speed-up.
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